
 
Country Cascades Waterpark Resort Announces $14 Million Indoor Waterpark. 

 

PIGEON FORGE, Tenn. (August 8, 2023) – Pigeon Forge’s largest waterpark resort just announced more family 

fun with the addition of Braxton Beaver’s Shipwreck Bay, an epic 16,000 sq. ft. indoor waterpark, opening in 

early 2025.  

 

Braxton Beaver’s Shipwreck Bay will offer a fully immersive indoor waterpark experience, designed and themed 

by Country Cascades Waterpark Resort’s very own Forest Friends. At the heart of this water wonderland lies 

Braxton’s newly discovered shipwreck, featuring a zero-entry splash pad play structure, four thrilling slides, and 

an array of interactive elements that guarantee a day filled with excitement. 

 

The indoor waterpark experience wouldn’t be complete without roping and riding adventures with Fracilla Fox, 

who brings her signature thrill-seeking cowgirl spirit to the experience at Fracilla Fox’s Water Rodeo. Get ready 

to embark on Fracilla Fox’s Lasso Looper, filled with twists, turns, and unique translucent details that add 

excitement around every corner. Ready to see who’s the fastest in all of Friendship Forest? Jump on Fracilla 

Fox’s Swirl & Twirl, a dual mat racing slide, and race your friends to the finish line.  

 

Adding to the indoor waterpark's adventure is the Bayside Lagoon, an expansive activity pool offering basketball, 

swimming, and exciting games with the Country Cascades activity team. Meanwhile, parents looking to unwind 

can enjoy an oasis of relaxation at the warming spa.   

 

“This project is an important part of offering families the best resort experience in Pigeon Forge,” Kay Collier-

Pittman, President, said. “This experience will be included with every stay so that we will deliver tremendous 

value to our guests.”  

All these captivating elements come together under an iconic Tidal Wave Roof. The translucent design ensures a 

sunny and inviting 70-degree ambiance all year-round. Rain or shine at Country Cascades Waterpark Resort, the 

joys of summer will never end.  

Braxton Beaver’s Shipwreck Bay follows the successful $26 Million reimagining of Country Cascades Waterpark 

Resort, completed in the summer of 2023. Guests can now savor five dining experiences, hang out with the 

dynamic Forest Friends, and compete in Duckpin Bowling, Rockwall, and more at the thrilling arcade. Our kid's 

activity program includes a variety of complementary activities, including a nightly story time and a dance party.  

 

For more information, visit CountryCascades.com. 
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